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INTRODUCTION 
GRAYSON [2] and Staffeldt [6] have given simplified proofs of some of the foundational 
theorems of algebraic K-theory [S]. Especially in Staffeldt’s treatment hese theorems are 
shown to be consequences, via standard homotopy theoretical methods, of the so-called 
additioity theorem which therefore assumes the role of a basic result in algebraic K-theory. 
There are two formulations of the additivity theorem, one in terms of original Q- 
construch_m of Quillen and another in terms of the somewhat more general S.-construction 
of Waldhausen. Up till now the only available proof of the additivity theorem in the latter 
context [S] has been rather complicated. 
On the other hand, work of the author not directly related to K-theory (i.e. Hochschild 
homology and cyclic homology, cf. [4]) involved a result formally similar to, and in fact 
motivated by, the ‘additivity theorem. In retrospect it turns out that the proof of that result, 
when suitably modified, will give a new, and simpler, proof of the additivity theorem (in the 
general form). The purpose of the present paper is to give a short and self-contained account 
of that proof. 
Not&on. We will use without further comment the notion of a category with co- 
fibrations (cf. the first few lines after the introduction of [8]) as well as the definition of the 
S.-construction (cf. the first two pages of Section 1.3 of [8]). We recall some notation, 
introduced in [I], which is extremely convenient for the present purposes. If X is a sim- 
plicial set, we let XR and XL denote the bisimplicial sets XR([m], [n]) = X([n]) and 
XL([m]. [n]) = X([m]) (with trivial simplicial maps in the first and second variables 
respectively). 
Let V and 9 be categories with cofibrations, F: %‘+ .9 an exact functor, and let S. F: 
S. %f -+ S. 9 denote the simplicial functor induced by F. For m, n E N, we let the diagram (l )
0 = C#p-+C,-+ . . . “C, 
O=D 0~D,++. . . HD,++E,,++E~~. . . HE, > 
denote the following information (suppressing the chosen quotients): 
(0 = DO-D,++. . . HD,,,HE~H.. . “En)~s,+n+, 9 
(0 = &++Clb+. . . H-c,) E s,v 
tThis research was partially funded by the lnstitut de Rechcrche Mathkmatique Avancle-in Strasbourg. France 
during the spring of 1988. 
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plus the identity in S,B: 
0 = 02) - F(f, I- . . - F(C,) 
II \ 
\O = D,, - D, -. . . - D, / 
Definition (following Cl]): We let S.FI9 denote the following bisimplicial set: 
(S.FIO)([m],[n]) = {diagrams ofthe type (*) abooe) 
We let n: S.FI9 + S.%L denote the natural projection of bisimplicial sets and we let 
p denote the natural projection of bisimplicial sets p: S.Fl9 + S.9R defined by sending 
the diagram ( l ) to (0 = E,,/&,HE,/E~- . . . - EJE,). The following is essentially 
theorem A’ of Cl] which is one possible reformulation of theorem A from [S] in the setting 
of simplicial sets. 
PROPOSITION. The jollowing are equivalent: 
(a) The simplicial map S. F: S.V 4 S. D is a homotopy equivalence 
(b) The bisimplicial map p: (S. F 19) ---, (S.9 R) is a homotopy equivalence 
Proob Thcrc is a commutative diagram of bisimplicial sets: 
S.9R - S.FI9 A S.%‘L 
II 1F 1F 
S.9R- S.id911312+S.gL 
One can show the arrows marked z are homotopy equivalences by first fixing a simplicial 
direction and recalling the fact that the nerve of a category with either an initial or final 
object is contractible and then applying the realization lemmu (see for example Lemma 5.1 
of C71). 
For each n E N, we define the simplicial map E, from S.F19( - , [n]) to itself by 
sending ( *) to 
o=o= . . . =o 
o=o= . . . = 0 = EOIEO- E,/Eo* . . . HE,/.% > 
COROLLARY. ff the simpliciul mups E, are homotopy equivalences for all n E N then the 
simplicial map S. F: S.W + S.9 is a homotopy equivalence. 
Prooj For n E N, the simplicial map p( - , [n]) from S.Fla( - , [n]) to 
S.gR( -, [n]) is split by a simplicial map I, such that f,op( - , [n]) is E,. Part (b) of the 
previous proposition is now satisfied by the realization lemma. 
For ‘6 a category with cofibrations. we let E(W) denote the category with objects the 
cofibration sequences A-C - B in %‘. This is naturally a category with cofibrations. The 
following proposition is one of several equivalent formulations of the additivity theorem 
(see Proposition 1.3.2 of ES]). 
ADDITIVITY THEOREM ([5] Section 3 and [S] Section 1.4). The exact jiunctor F: 
E(W) 4 V x %’ defined by sending (A -C - B) to (A, B) induces a homotopy equivalence 
S. F: S. E(K) + S.(K) x S.(g). 
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Proof: We will show that in this situation the above map E, is a homotopy equivalence 
for all n E N. Define the simplicial map r from S.FJV’( - , [n]) to itself by taking an 
arbitrary simplex e E S.FlQZ2([m], [II]) like 
i-J= 
o= 
o= 
o= 
o= 
and setting r(e) to be: 
r 
A(j”AlH.. .+-+A### 
YY Y 
C,HC,H.. .-Cm 
f f f 
&JHB‘++. . .HB, 
AOHAIM.. . HA,HS,,++S~++. . . -s, 
&HB1H... HB,HToHT,++. . . -7 
I 
, 
n 
lo= 0 =o =...=o 
o= 0 1 =o =.. . = 0 = S(J/So++S,/S(J- . . . ++Sn/SrJ O= Bow B,H . ..Ht?.- To - T, -...- T, 
Let X be the subspace of S.Fl%*( - , [n]) determined by elements e such that all the A,‘s 
are 0. Thus. r is a retraction of S. F I%*( - , [n]) to X. The result will follow from: 
(1) r is homotopic to the identity 
(2) &lx is homotopic to the identity of X 
The homotopy for (2) follows from the fact that X behaves implicially as the nerve of 
a category with a final object. We motivate the homotopy for (I) by noting that the lower 
row of Ai’s and S,‘s also behaves implicially like the nerve of a category with a final object. 
One then needs to check that the usual contracting homotopy for this setting can actually 
be lifted to the entire diagram by the use of push-outs. 
The homotopy for (1) needs a more detailed description. We use the notation of 
a simplicial homotopy as found in section 5 of [3]. Let A denote the category of non empty 
finite ordered sets and order preserving set maps with one object [n] = (0 < 1 < . . . < II} 
for each n E N. A simplicial homotopy h between the simplicial mapsfand g from X to Y is 
a simplicial map h from X x Horn,,, - , [I]) to Y such that 
h(xx&J69_I0.. .oc70) =f(x) 
Such a homotopy h is determined by a sequence of functions h,: X, + Yq+ 1 (0 5 i 2 4) 
satisfying combinatorial relations to the face and degeneracy maps of X and Y. We recall 
that h is recovered from the (II,} by the prescription 
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Another equivalent definition of simplicial homotopies (see for example [8], p. 335) is as 
a natural transformation from X+ to Y* where X+ is defined to be the functor from A/Cl] 
(the category of objects over [ 11; the objects are the maps [n] + [ 11) to sets produced from 
X by (A/Cl] )+’ + AOP 5 Sets. The translation from the previous definition to this can be 
obtained by defining the natural transformation /I* by h*(q) = h( - x q). Now, for the 
current situation, we will simply define the his and leave it to the interested reader to check 
that these do assemble to provide a simplicial homotopy. 
The homotopy for (1) is given by the simplicial homotopy h defined by taking 
e E S.F)W’([mJ, [n]). setting Xj = C, HA,&, and letting hi(e) be (we give only the left- 
hand side of the diagram, the rest is clear): 
r 0 = A,, wAIH*..WAiwSO=SO =...=So 
For i = 0, 1,. . . , m the crucial row of the diagram (the A, row) is given by 
ho:O=Ao++SO=S,,=... 
h,:O=Ao-A,-&=... 
~,:O=A~-A,- . ..++so=so~... 
This completes the description of the homotopies and thus the argument. 
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